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It is difficult to assess the impact of the president's speech. assess means ................. .

allocate perform evaluate collect

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We have affiliation with the national group. affiliation means ................... .

attachment classification development qualification

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She is going to exercise her constitutional rights. exercise means ................ .

make use of deal with reject carry 

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The use of quantitative methods brings with it a concern with the adequacy of measurement of

key concepts in the research. adequacy means ..............

flexibility tendency simplicity sufficiency

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He is well-known for his prowess as a public speaker. prowess means ................. .

particular purpose outstanding ability

similar situation measuring device

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

They would probably produce a comparable failure rate. failure means ................... .

 legal obligation a joint cause

lack of success a lower rank

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The function of the chairman is to lead and control meetings. function means ................. .

a special duty feature

a particular advice principle

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

He contributed money to political causes that seemed to meet his ideals. contribute means

.............. .

estimate give require prevent

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His loyalty to his boss was never in doubt. loyalty means .................. .

being deceptive being faithful

being adequate being useful

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Some leaders simply can not lead unless they occupy the pinnacle position. pinnacle means

............. .

highest point lowest level single record total salary

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In sum, communication involves the ............... of relevant information and much more.

segmentation transmission transformation verification

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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They are looking for someone with a real sense of ...................... to the job.

colleague constituent command commitment

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The government came to .............. at the last election.

opponent power prospect agenda

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The relationship between politics and administration is characterized as institutional ..............

interaction assertion subordinate position

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The plan was good, but it was badly ................ .

employed agreed executed allowed

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This is the ............... of the organization that deals with record keeping.

possession equation profession section

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

With so many ................., the exact cost is difficult to estimate.

variables instruments workdays consultants

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some administrators believe that the relationship between politics and administration should be

characterized as ................... .

competency dichotomy hierarchy authority

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When communication is designed to change how effectively someone accomplishes a task, it

................ .

instructs maintains informs motivates

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Robinson demonstrated that the ................. between race and illiteracy could be found to vary

between 946 and 203.

combat description impact correlation

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is a standard against which a judgement, evaluation or classification can be made. it refers to

................ .

resolution mission seclusion criterion

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Effectiveness  means : the extent to which an action or activity achieves its stated

purposes."purpose" means .......

member extrovert aim constituent

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is a general term used to cover all aspects relating to the dependability of measurement device

or test. it refers to ................ .

legitimacy reliability analogy validity

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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It is the amount of money actually paid by shareholders for a share issue. it refers to ................. .

balance peer capital issue

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is a type of validity which is evaluated by investigating what psychological qualities a test

measures. it refers to ................. .

content validity predictive validity

concurrent validity construct validity

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

For these kinds of validity, performance on a test is associated with some clearly defined criterion.

performance means ............. .

��)*+, �-�.��/ 01�2 �3�4546

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Organizational communiation controls by allowing management to clarify duties and assign

authority to various units. assign authority means ................ .

��7��46 89:;: ;�<�,: =>?� �2�42 @:�A: ;�4�B: C44D�

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Of the two remaining types of validity, one offers no quantitative measure of or absence of

validity. quantitative measure means ............ .

�EFB: GH:  �I4J K�4>� �>L�� G4�� �+J ����	;:

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A task force actively pursues the achievement of its mission. task force means .................. .

@;�<A: M:�E: ;�J @��4N �O�N���P Q;�E �RN S�I�:

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The new safety regulations are now in force. in force means ................ .
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30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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